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Retracing
Lewis
andAmerican
Clark's epic
journey
on the dusty
back roads
of the
West,
Tom Mullen
discovers the new face of the Columbia,
Missouri and Yellowstone
rivers. In Rivers of Change, he
aims to uncover the mystery of
these rivers and how they have
changed since the Lewis and
Clark expedition.
Between hydroelectric
power plants and endangered
species, each river ecosystem is a
balancing act between human
growth and needs and natural
habitats. Mullen discovers depressing environmental
circumstances but realizes not all is lost in these river
basins, and that humans, in some cases, are turning back
the clock to help nature survive along these rivers.
Mullen's first-person perspective flirts with personal
bias and self-indulgence but maintains credibility with facts
and equal emphasis on all aspects of the Columbia,
Missouri and Yellowstone.
More intriguing than the book's scientific facts about
watersheds and dams are the people in communities that
have and continue to thrive on these resources. In Weston,
Mo., Mullen describes the local wine vintner, by noting, "The
vintner looked indelicate--a character I'd identify more with
brewing whiskey than fermenting wine. But appearances are
deceptive: My sampling proved that this titan with
scrupulous nostrils churned out a zesty product."
Most of Mullen's characters are tucked away in small
communities away from the typical American lifestyle. He
admires their simple lives and lack of material interests.
Of a canoe trip partner, Marlin Roth, Mullen writes, "His
decision not to follow mainstream attitudes was a dash of
chili pepper in the bland soup of predictable lifestyles
surrounding him."
Throughout his journey, Mullen discovers harsh
realities of modernization that have changed these rivers.
They have gradually become more polluted, populated and
precious all at the same time. Where Lewis and Clark
found unspoiled landscapes, Mullen discovers the
quagmire that Western civilization has produced with its
water resources. However, through his characters, the
author finds the heart and soul of these rivers still intact.
With plenty of pictures and personality, Mullen's book
captures the reader and hopefully ignites a spark of
interest in relearning some of the lessons learned along
the trail of Lewis and Clark. His emphasis on people and
places brings to life the character of the Missouri,
Yellowstone and Columbia. Perhaps Mullen's greatest
discovery on his journey is the amount of mystery and
wonder that still wait in a developed country. Two
hundred years later there is almost as much exploring to
be done as there was for Lewis and Clark.
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